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ABSTRACT 

Cities and towns evolve and expand mainly as a result of their geographic location and physical climate. The 

availability of water in different forms in its natural setting contributes significantly to the improvement of 

the physical climate, biodiversity, and tourism. The protection of water bodies is often overlooked in 

construction projects. As a result, restoration, conservation, and protection are important.Water bodies are a 

major factor that contributes to an area's long-term growth. Furthermore, the existence of water bodies adds 

to the psychological importance of the environment. It entails (a) improving the aesthetic quality of the city, 

thereby contributing to its image, and (b) improving tourism, biodiversity, and the environment. 

 

Objective of this paper is an attempt to: 

 

1. Analyze water bodies which are linked together and their catchment area in Jaisalmer city. 

2. Analyze the water quality and quantity and how to enhance and maintain quality and quantity of 

water for flora and fauna of the water body. 

3. Develop strategies for enhancing and maintaining of biodiversity of water body, its environment and 

also for tourism. 

4. Study financial feasibility of the development project. 

These aspects are covered, in relation to Gadisar lake, Jaisalmer, Rajasthan.  

Keywords: Tourism, Biodiversity, physical environment, water bodies, financial feasibility. 

INTRODUCTION 

Water Resources 

 

The city has few large and medium sized water bodies like Gadisar Sagar, Gajroop Sagar, 

Amar Sagar, Gulab Sagar, Ranisar Talab, Ganga Sagar, etc. Gadisar Lake is the major 
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water body in the city and is linked to Rani talab through natural drainage channel. The city 

and surrounding areas have approximately 150 big and small ponds. Many of these ponds 

are interlinked with each other and need to be conserved as they play an important role in 

facilitating recharge of water table. Tree cover in the catchment area is minimal which 

increases evaporative losses from various lakes. Given the topography around the city and 

the fort, runoff from the region also causes erosion. 

 

Demarcation Of All The Water Bodies Of Jaisalmer 

 

Figure 1 Demarcation Of All The Water Bodies Of Jaisalmer (self created on GIS) 
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Gadisar Lake & Connecting Water Bodies and their khasra number 

 

Table 1Water Bodies & Khasra Number, Jaisalmer (Source: Primary Data From 

Municipal Council, Jaisalmer) 

S.No Water Body Khasra Number 

1 Gadisar talaab Khasra no. 488, 489, 494  

2 Govind sagar Khasra no. 475, 476  

3 Gulab nagar Khasra no. 407, 406 

 

Gadisar Lake 

 

Historical Importance 

 

Gadisar Lake is a man-made lake that was founded in 1400 AD by Raja Rawal Jaisal, the 

first king of Jaisalmer. It was later redesigned during Maharwal Gadsi Singh's reign. The 

lake was built to store water that was later used to provide water to the entire town of 

Jaisalmer.In the current times, the original idea of supplying the lake water to the town is 

not true, the lake still retains enough rain water throughout the year.The lake also attracts 

several birds. It is notice thatbirds of some species like doves; ducks etc.are seen visiting 

Gadisar lake during the winter months. Some part of embankment of the lake has ghats, 

Verandahs, halls, offices, and much more are all decorated. People came to enjoy festivals 

and attend music and dance performances. All shared ownership of the talab, and everyone 

was responsible for keeping it clean. The rainwater accumulated in this lake flowed for 

miles. It was constructed in such a way that when the lake was complete, the excess water 

drained into a lower-level lake. When that became too full, the extra water flowed into the 

next lake.  
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Importance of Gadisar Lake 

 

 Originally used as a source of 

drinking water for Jaisalmer town. 

 Now used only as a source of 

recreation and observation of 

religious rites. 

 Attracts migratory birds during 

winters. 

 The catchment hosts flora and fauna (wildlife). 

 Has potential to become a major 

tourist attraction. 

 

METHODOLOGY 

 

 Identification of the topic rationale. 

 Data collection form primary sources, secondary sources. 

 Site Analysis &Issue identification related with water bodies.   

 Study of  geography and catchment areas. 

 Relevant case studies. 

 Analysis and inferences, Proposals, Recommendations. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2 Gadisar Lake in Master Plan (Source: Created With 

The Master Plan 2031) 
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Water Quality Test Report of Gadisar Lake, Jaisalmer  

 

Table 2 Water Quality Test Report of Gadisar Lake, Jaisalmer (Source: Primary Data 

Water Sample Testing Report) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Monthly rate of evaporation and evapo-transpiration (mm) 

 

Table 3 Monthly rate of evaporation and evapo-transpiration (mm) (Source: Central 

Ground Water Board) 

 

Site Analysis & Problem Identification 
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Gadisar Lake has historically played a significant role in the growth of social fabric of the 

city as well as in fulfilling the basic 

requirements of the city’s residents; 

however, with the advent of modern 

amenities and growth of urban 

sprawl, the lake has faced major 

challenges in maintaining its form 

and significance.  

The study identifies the challenges 

and threats faced by Gadisar Lake in 

current context; thereby exploring the 

possibilities of steps that can be taken 

to conserve the lake along with 

enhancement biodiversity & tourism. 

 

 

 

Figure 4 Upper Pal & Catchment Area of Gadisar lake (Source: By Primary Survey) 

Figure 3 Parking & Entrance of Gadisar Lake (Source: By Primary 

Survey 
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Figure 5 Discussion with Stakeholder (Source: By Primary Survey) 

 

 

Timeline Google Imagery of Gadisar Lake: 

 

 

Figure 6 Timeline Google Imaginary of Gadisar Lake (Source: Google Earth Year 2003 

To 2009) 
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Issue Identification: 

 

 Instances of drying of lake even during peak tourist season (between the month of 

November to march) 

 The lake occasionally over flows flooding the town (in case of heavy rain). 

 Connections to other water bodies have been harmed due to development pressure, 

thereby leading to instances of flooding of city. 

 No support for seasonal migratory bird leading to reduction of visiting birds. 

 Shore line is unsightly (due to cremation ground) 

 No Shore line development from the perspective of tourists/ local resident’s recreation. 

 Congestion and lack of parking at entry point of Gadisar lake during peak tourist 

season(in the month of November to march). 

 No administrative/political interest in conservation/revival due to lack of funding and 

sustainable financial model. 

 

Average rainfall Jaisalmer, India     

 

Table 4 Rainfall Data in mm (Weather Department) 

 

The district experiences arid type of climate. The southwest monsoon, which arrives in the 

district in the first week of July and leaves in the middle of September, accounts for nearly 

90% of the total annual rainfall.  

 The average amount of annual precipitation is: 210.0 mm (8.27 in) 
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Wind speed, temperature, humidity of Jaisalmer  

The average wind speed in Jaisalmer is 3.9 m/s with the maximum wind speed of around 14 

m/s. The average ambient temperature remains 28.4°C, varies from 7.1°C to 47.3°C. The 

average reletive humidity remains around 41.2%, varies from 4% to 92%. wind blow from 

the SSW - about 20.46% of all wind directions. 

Tourism 

 

The Department of Tourism has listed ten tourism circuits in the state of Rajasthan. The ten 

circuits span the entire tourism spectrum, including history, religion, culture, adventure, 

and eco-tourism. 

 

Desert Circuit: Jodhpur-Jaisalmer-Bikaner 

 

The desert circuit is made up of three districts in western Rajasthan: Jodhpur, Jaisalmer, 

and Bikaner, which rise out of the Thar Desert's golden sands. The circuit is designed to 

take you to the most popular tourist attractions in each of these three districts (commonly 

referred to as the Desert Triangle). 

 

Year wise tourism inflow in Jaisalmer: 

 

Table 5 Year Wise Tourism inflow in Jaisalmer (Source: Primary Data from Tourism 

Department, Jaisalmer) 
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Flora and Fauna 

Flora 

Since the whole area is covered in blown sand, only scattered vegetation can develop. As a 

result, no botanical divisions can be drawn for this area. 

This area's vegetation can be classified as tropical thorn forest. The majority of the 

flowering plants in the region are shrubs and wild grasses, which only live for a few 

months after the rains. The main varieties of trees are: 

Table 6 List of Trees (Source: Rajasthan District Gazetteer Of Jaisalmer) 

 

 

Prominent trees found in the area are Nim (Azadirachta indica), Babul (Acacia Nilotica) 

and khejri (prospplsspicigera). 

 

Shrubs 

The shrubs include the Aernatomentosa (Bui), Calotropsprocera (Safed ak or Akra), 

CalligonumPolygonoides (Phog), Euphorbia tiruclll cum bugeeseBoirs (Jahrbuti) or 

(Lana), Mimosa rubicaulis (Hajern) and Trianthemmonogyna (Santhi). 

 

Grasses 

Following a good rain, the field transforms into a lush green pasture with an abundance of 

wild grasses. The following are the names of the more important species: 
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Table 7 List of Grass (Source: Rajasthan District Gazetteer Of Jaisalmer) 

 

Fauna 

 

Birds 

 

The birds of this district, which is located in a desert area, are not as numerous as those 

found in other, more preferred areas of the state. The house crow, jungle crow, pigeon, 

peacock, parrot, myna, blue jay, hoopoe, bulbul, and robin are among the most common 

birds. Domesticated birds such as cocks and hens can also be found. The paler coloration 

of the birds in this area is a distinguishing feature.One distinguishing feature of the birds in 

this area is that they are paler in colour than their counterparts in the state's eastern 

districts. 

 

Case Studies  

 

Selected Historic Water Bodies as Case Studies: 

 

1. Mansagar Lake (Jal Mahal), Jaipur  

• Beautification, Development & Restoration, PPP model 

2. Anasagar Lake, Ajmer 

• Beautification, Shoreline Development 

3. Kankaria Lake, Ahmedabad. 

• Traffic management plan, Shoreline Development & Beautification 

4. Hussain Sagar Lake, Hyderabad 

Infrastructure development, solution related to water pollution. 

http://www.ijmra.us/
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Mansagar Lake (Jal Mahal), Jaipur  

Problems  

• City sewage to the lake through the drains. 

• Growth of aquatic weed like water hyacinth. 

• Dry up in the summer. 

• The aquatic life of the lake deteriorated and migratory birds stopped arriving to this 

natural habitat. 

Solution  

• Working on a strategy to clean up and revive Lake. 

• Sedimentation basin constructed. 

• the dredging of the lake bed. This increased the lake’s depth from 1.5 meter to more 

than 3 meters, which helped in increasing the storage capacity of the lake. 

• Two sewage treatment plants were also constructed to treat 7 million liters of waste 

water daily and discharge the treated water into the lake. 

• To attract flora and fauna, five nesting islands were created to attract migratory birds, 

• Giant bubblers were installed for aeration of the lake. 

 

Anasagar Lake, Ajmer 

Problems  

• increased soil erosion and sedimentation due to increased velocity of rain runoff. 

• Continuous reduction in vegetation cover and increase in human settlement in lake 

catchment. 

• Sewage from lake catchment. 

Solution  

• Afforestation, construction of check dams at appropriate locations. 

• Strict enforcement of rules and regulations and environmental laws is necessary to 

control human induced activities like illegal constructions, encroachments. 

• Establishment of sewage treatment plant (STP) to treat waste water and sewage. 
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Kankaria Lake, Ahmedabad 

Problems  

• It suffered due to heavy vehicular traffic encircling the lakeside road.  

• Unorganized and informal activities in the area as well as an unkempt environment.  

Solution  

• Developing an outer ring road by strengthening the existing road network. 

• Enhancing recreational potential by improving public facilities, preserving historic 

buildings and encouraging overall development within the precinct. 

• The pedestrian promenade is lined with gardens, food courts and organized vending 

spaces.  

Hussain Sagar Lake, Hyderabad 

Problems  

• Solid Waste Dumping in Nalas – Leading into Lake 

• Slums areas. 

• Commercial Establishments 

• Dried Flower and Garlands – Puja material 

• Immersion of Ganesh and Durga Idols Internal 

• Nutrient rich sediments in the lake bed. 

Solution  

• Floating material and Shoreline Cleaning 

• Stoppage of inflows (Interception and Diversions) 

• Sewage Treatment Plants – Maintain Water Balance 

• Dredging of Sediments 

• Aeration and Oxidation 

• Protection of Lakes and Nalas in Catchment Areas 

• Public Awareness / Peoples Participation /Peoples Movement 
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Inferences 

 

Comparative analysis of all the case studies with respect to Gadisar lake  

 

Table 8 Comparative Analysis Of All The Case Studies 

 

Inferences of all the case studies for application in Gadisar lake proposal 

 

• Maintain the water level by other source of water or STP treated water for tourism. 

• Plantation in catchment area to reduce soil erosion and sedimentation. 

• Create suitable conditions so that Biodiversity is maintained. 

• Development of promenade, open public spaces such as Parks, cycle track, Exhibition 

areas (to promote local culture), musical fountain, kids play area, Amphitheatre (for 

cultural activity), handicraft bazaar (to promote local craft), restaurant & boating and 

other recreational activity with supporting services such as parking spaces (to avoid 

traffic congestion) , public toilets should be provided. 
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• Improve accessibility and create another access with parking facility. 

• Provide musical fountain for beautification & tourism purpose. 

• Improve overall development with the financial sustainability. 

Daily Footfall on Gadisar Lake, Jaisalmer  

 

Table 9 Footflaa of Gadisar Lake (Source: - Primary 

Survey)  

Proposal 

 

Figure 7 Proposal for Connection Of Water Bodies 

- Proposal for improvement of connection of Gadisar Lake and its lake system like 

Naya Talab, Govindsar Talab & Gulab Sagar Talab. 

- In rainy season overflow of Gadisar Lake will go in Naya Talab than Govindsar 

Talab than finally overflow water will go in Gulab Sagar Talab. 

- Dumping of construction waste should strictly ban in all the interconnected lakes 
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and its catchment area. 

- One biodiversity park is proposed in catchment area of Gadisar Lake to improve 

flora and fauna. 

- Improve the accessibility & provide adequate parking.  

- To maintain the water level in the lake area and biodiversity park & new artificial 

water bodies for birds, water line proposed from u.g.water tank at nagar parishad 

city park (capacity 9 lakh lt.) to biodiversity park. 

- As per evaporation data and analysis it is calculated that, to maintain the water 

level of biodiversity park water bodies of area 14308.85 sq.mt., 5866.07 sq.mt. and 

Gadisar lake area 87234 sq.mt., water required between 1.0 lakh liter to 4.5 lakh 

liter (depending on the season between month of September to March) April to 

June is not considered becausethese areasnot tourist season. In July & August extra 

water not required because these are rainy season.  

- Initially water will be taken from u.g.water tank thereafter upon making the project 

financially profitable, a dedicated supply line from Indira Gandhi Canal can also be 

proposed, subject to availability of excess water in the canal.   
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Accessibility and Traffic Movement Plan 

 

Figure 8 Proposal For Accessibility And Traffic Movement 

- Proposal for improvement of accessibility of Gadisar Lake. 

- Entry-1 is existing entrance & Entry-2 is proposed second entrance for make 

Gadisar Lake more accessible in the peak tourist season. 

- Entry-2 will also be use as the main entry for the Destination weeding area.   

- Adequate Visitor parking (aprox. 1000 ecu) is proposed along the boundary wall of 

Nagar Parishad city park, near entry-1 and near entry-2. 
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Biodiversity Park 

 

 

Figure 9 Location of Proposed Biodiversity Park 

 

Figure 10 Proposal for Biodiversity Park 
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Figure 11 Biodiversity Park Section 

- Biodiversity parks are accessible from airport road. 

- Adequate Visitor parking (approx. 150 ecu) is proposed along the road. 

- After contours analysis it is found that there are two natural mounds in the Gadisar 

lake catchment area which can be used for biodiversity park without disturbing the 

natural slope of rain water. 

- After the analysis of natural slope, drain & contours etc. two areas for biodiversity 

park are proposed in the Gadisar lake catchment area. 

- First one Biodiversity Park is proposed for birds only which is surrounded by 30 mt 

wide and 1.5 mt. depth water body. Area of this biodiversity park is 25508.29 

sq.mt. Human entry is restricted in this biodiversity park. 

- Second Biodiversity Park proposed at 100 mt. distance from first biodiversity park. 

- Second Biodiversity Park is surrounded by 15 mt. wide and 0.8 mt depth water 

body. Area of this biodiversity park is 53741.94 sq.mt. Pathways, street furniture’s, 

public toilets, viewing deck, ticketing counter, fast food kiosk, is proposed in this 

area so that tourists can come toBiodiversity Park and enjoy watching birds and 

take photographs. 

- Planting of native tree and shrubs species is proposed inside and outside in 

periphery of these areas to create aneco-sensitive environment which is supported 

by the environment. 

- Second biodiversity park water body will be filled by u.g.water tank near nagar 

parishad city park through pipe line, then overflow water of second biodiversity 

park will fill the first biodiversity park water body, then finally the overflow water 

of first biodiversity park water body will go to Gadisar lake to maintain the water 

level. 
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Proposal for Zoning Plan of Shoreline Development 

 

 

Figure 12 Proposal For Zoning Plan of Shoreline Development 

Salient Features of Proposal 

• Develop a biodiversity park in catchment area for flora and fauna. 

• Develop connection of water bodies. 

• Restoration of the lake, restoration of the monument and tourism activities. 

• Improve accessibility and create another access with parking facility.  

• Water front pedestrian walk away with restaurants & food court. 

• There will be a handicrafts bazaar with souvenir shops.  

• An Amphitheatre for daily cultural activities, 

• Exhibition area for promotion of art & craft. 

• Public facilities. 

• Light & sound show (musical fountain). 

• Kids play area. 

• Boat jetties for visitor’s entertainment. 

• Viewing deck. 
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• Parking facility to avoid traffic congestion. 

• Develop a certain zone on lake front for destination wedding.  

• Provide fountain for Aeration and Oxidation and also for beautification. 

• Improve overall development with the financial sustainability. 

 

Proposal for Gadisar Lake Development Section 

 

 

Figure 13 Proposal For Gadisar Lake Development Section 

- Proposed section of Gadisar lake and Gadisar pal which is designed to maintain the 

heritage, cultural value with intermediate green areas. 

- It is primarily designed as a point of attraction and recreation for not just tourists 

but also for the local population. The area is currently being frequented by local 

residents for regular walks, this development would enhance the usability of the 

lake. 

- Intermediate development includes activities like amphitheater, seating area, 

musical fountain show, commercial area, food court, exhibition area, facility area, 

kids play area, destination weeding area etc. 

- Green buffer of 2 mt wide with dense plantation which will create a green screen 

between lake development and cremation ground. 

- Transition buffer will provide a buffer between upper pal and Intermediate 
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development. 

- Pedestrian path is a main part of upper pal, width of pedestrian path is proposed 4.5 

mt wide. Tourist will move on pedestrian path and enjoy the beauty of Gadisar 

lake. Local public will come for the morning walk, cycling, skating etc. 

- Proposed 6.5 mt. green belt (trees, shrubs, flowerbed) will give good appearance to 

the upper pal.   

- Mud track of 4 mt. wide will be used for camel ride and horse riding for tourist, this 

will be a main attraction point for tourist. 

 

Recharge Well in Gadisar Lake (In Over Flow Catchment Area)  

 

- Open ground water recharge wells have been traditionally used in Jaisalmer area 

for ground water improvement and for local population’s usage. Such wells can 

still be seen in Amar sagar lake, situated at around 5 Kms from Jaisalmer. 

- Such recharge wells are proposed in the Gadisar Lake’s overflow area (Naya Talab, 

Govindsar Talab), these wells would improve ground water levels around the lake 

area, thereby reducing the future water requirements (from water tanks) and also 

boosting the flora and fauna around the lake. 

Recommendations for the conservation of Gadisar: 

 

- Stabilization of catchment by planting native tree and shrubs species. This would 

reduce erosion and cut down the flow of silt into the lake. 

- Development of biodiversity  park for enhancing flora & fauna around the lake. 

- Shore line development with green belt for utilization of tourism and economic 

potential of the lake. 

- Efforts to enhance the availability of water should be made through measures such 

plantation that reduces the rate of evaporation to reduce the stress on biological life.  

- Protection of the wildlife by Government and non-government organizations needs 

to be initiated.  

- Vast uninhabited area around the lake which provides food and shelter to the wild 

animals should be conserved.  

- Trees around the lake provide roosting site for the local and migratory birds. These 

should be protected.  
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- Artificial feeding of the animals/birds needs to be stopped immediately.  

- Wastewater flowing into the lake from buildings on the bank should be diverted to 

the drainage system. 

- Recharge of ground water level from excess water in rainy season by providing 

recharge pit for sustainable development. 

- Secondary treated water from STP to be used for the green areas of shoreline 

development. 

-  Maintenance of minimum water level throughout the tourist season. 

o Existing u.g.water tank near city park. 

 

Financial Model 

 

Shoreline Development Cost Detail  

 

Table 10 Shoreline Development Cost 

Detail  
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Capital Costs of Project 

Table 11 Capital Costs of Project 

 

 

 

Project Phasing  

 

Table 12 Project 

Phasing
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Return can generate form 

 

 Commercial Shops 

 Food Shops 

 Destination Wedding Area 

 Ticketing Gadisar Lake 

 Ticketing Biodiversity Park 

 Ticketing Musical Fountain 

 

 

 

Return on Investment 

 

Year-1 

 Return on Investment Per Annum (Year-1) = 7.37 Cr. 

 Operational Cost (Year-1) = 5.09 Cr. 

Year-2 

 Return on Investment Per Annum (Year-2) = 11.50 Cr. 

 Operational Cost (Year-2) = 7.93 Cr. 

Year-3 

 Return on Investment Per Annum (Year-3 and onwards) = 12.04 Cr. 

 Operational Cost (Year-2) = 8.31 Cr. 

 

(Operational Cost is include salaries 5%, maintenance cost 4%, administrative expenses 

10%, utilities 5%, other expenses 5% of total revenue) 
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NPV (Net Present Value) & IRR Calculation  

 

Table 13 NPV (Net Present Value) & IRR Calculation 

 

 

 

Recommendations for the conservation of Gadisar: 

 

• Stabilization of catchment by planting native tree and shrubs species. This would 

reduce erosion and cut down the flow of silt into the lake. 

• Development of biodiversity  park for enhancing flora & fauna around the lake. 

• Shore line development with green belt for utilization of tourism and economic 

potential of the lake. 

• Efforts to enhance the availability of water should be made through measures such 

plantation that reduces the rate of evaporation to reduce the stress on biological life.  

• Protection of the wildlife by Government and non-government organizations needs to 

be initiated.  

• Vast uninhabited area around the lake which provides food and shelter to the wild 

animals should be conserved.  

• Trees around the lake provide roosting site for the local and migratory birds. These 
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should be protected.  

• Artificial feeding of the animals/birds needs to be stopped immediately.  

• Wastewater flowing into the lake from buildings on the bank should be diverted to the 

drainage system. 

• Recharge of ground water level from excess water in rainy season by providing 

recharge pit for sustainable development. 

• Secondary treated water from STP to be used for the green areas of shoreline 

development. 

• Maintain minimum water level throughout the tourist season. 

-  Existing u.g.water tank near city park. 
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